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I’ve been writing odd things since I was about 
10 years-old––crazy comics, short stories, 

funny scenes on sticky notes. The point is, if 
you like to read, like to write or like to get out 
there and adventure ... there’s a story inside 

each of you. Grab something and jot it down. 
Just #keepwriting.

#keepwriting

garyalipio.com

Gary Alipio grew up in a small town 
outside of New Orleans. He is an 

award-winning advertising writer, a 
marketer and an amateur fisherman still 

searching for the illusive white whale. He 
graduated from Louisiana State University 

with a BA in Journalism and is an 
active member of the Society of 

Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators 
where he helps others with a love of 

writing for kids hone their craft. 

Follow him on Twitter & Instagram: 
@garygalipio or www.garyalipio.com
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Eleven-year-old 
Hatcher Hampton is 
competing in his first 
fishing rodeo with 
hopes to win $500 
and bragging rights 
over his older brother 
forever. But getting 
stuck in a 
horse-fly-infested 
swamp with Grampa 

Grump and no extra underwear isn’t what 
he has in mind. In the end, Hatcher must 
face a two-footed bayou beast and a 
one-armed pesky neighbor to win the 
greatest award of all. “Here fishy, fishy, 
fishy!”

“Alipio’s story truly IS the ‘Craziest Fishing 
Tale on the Bayou’ I’ve ever heard. It has em-
bedded how fishing can impact family 
relationships, the process of growing up, 
goal setting and the value of persistence and 
hard work in the face of failure.”    

––Don Dubuc, Outdoors Radio & TV Host

The Craziest Fishing
Tale on the Bayou

Feb. 2018, Pelican Publishing Co.

The night might have 
started as a normal 
camping trip, but it 
soon becomes a 
nightmare from the 
swamp when a group 
of students are joined 
by the Bayou Bogey-
man. With their teacher 
missing and no way 
home, the children 

have no choice but to play Bogeyman’s 
game: tell a campfire story spooky 
enough to satisfy the monster’s appetite 
or get eaten. This supernatural collection 
features spine-tingling tales from nine 
different Southern writers. Be warned: you 
may need to sleep with one eye open!
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